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With sites across the capital, we have brought to London
our famous ‘Real Jerk’, with meats marinated for 24 hours
in our secret blend of herbs and spices, before being grilled
and smoked slowly over charcoal in a steel drum.
Traditional Jamaican street food dishes are given the
contemporary Rudie’s Jerk Shack treatment alongside well
stocked rum bars featuring our iron strong Rum Punch.

Jerk
Chicken
Wrap Kit
SERVES 4
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“REAL JERK”

ingredients

Recipe / Cooking Instructions:
Heat the grill oven to 250c (or the fan oven to 200c).

650g x Marinated Jerk
Chicken (leg – boneless)

Place the jerk chicken on a baking tray and cook for 20 mins
(10mins on each side) until it has some colour and cooked through.

4 x 12” Flour Tortilla gluten*

Whilst the jerk chicken is cooking finely shred the Iceberg Lettuce,
chop up the Sweet Peppers and mix together.

250g x Red Cabbage Slaw egg*

Give the Red Cabbage Slaw a good stir to ensure all the ingredients are
mixed together fully.

150g x Jerk Gravy gluten*

Warm the Jerk Gravy in the microwave on medium heat for 1 minute.

50g x Scotch Bonnet Chilli Jam

Once the Jerk Chicken is cooked let it rest for 2 mins before dicing it finely.

100g x Jerk Ketchup

Then warm the Tortilla in the oven for 15-20 seconds (don’t let it get crispy!)
Using a spoon spread out the Scotch Bonnet Chilli Jam on the centre of the
Tortilla.

50g x Nuff Scotch

Place the diced Jerk Chicken on the centre of the Tortilla.

1 x Iceberg Lettuce

Add the Red Cabbage Slaw on top, followed by the Iceberg Lettuce and
Sweet Pepper mix.

150g x Sweet Pepper

Pour over Jerk Ketchup and the warm Jerk Gravy.

Allergens*

This meal kit is packed in an
environment where all 14 major
allergens may be present, therefore
whilst we have strict separation
processes, we cannot guarantee that
menu items will be completely free
from any particular allergen. If you
have any concerns, please contact us
before ordering.
Store the ingredients in the fridge as
soon as you receive the package.
To be consumed within 3 days of delivery

4
serves

Now, carefully fold in the two sides then tightly roll forward into a sealed
wrap.
Place the wrap on a baking tray and put in the oven for 30 seconds to warm
through.
Take out the wrap from the oven and using a sharp knife slice it in the middle
diagonally into two beautiful pieces to tuck into.

SERVE & ENJOY

